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When should  
you think about  
rebranding?



The only constant in  
any business is change

Changing social, technology, economic, environmental, political 
and ethical factors all affect our market and competitive position. 
And your brand has to keep up and remain strong and relevant!

As your business model and offering evolve in this ever-changing 
world your brand can start to look tired and lack congruency with 
the direction your business wants to go. This is the point you 
should consider a rebrand.

There are many reasons why your Company could find itself  
at the branding crossroads but here are some of the more 
common reasons....

A new company or new product
You’re starting a new business and you need to create a professional image from 
the start for your business card and website. There were 660,000 new companies 
registered in the UK in 2017. That’s a lot of competition! A strong brand will make 
you stand out from the competition and grab attention.

You’ve developed an innovative new product. But you are not the only innovative 
new product out there and you need a distinctive name and brand to launch it. Your 
brand name is a way to connect emotionally with consumers so it must evoke the 
right image and message to appeal now and into the future.

You need to re-position to achieve higher 
prices
You want to appeal to a new and more affluent market but your current brand 
doesn’t cut it at a premium level. A good example of this is Toyota when they 
wanted to move into the prestige car market. Toyota was perceived as offering 
good value for money cars at the cheaper end of the market and not as a luxury 
brand. So Toyota decided to launch Lexus positioned as the new prestige car brand 
and this strategy has proved to be a big success.

Revitalise an out-dated existing brand 
identity
You are an innovative company with cutting edge products but you look behind the 
times. The new product development has really paid off and you have some great 
products to sell. But the brand identity designed several years previous hasn’t 
evolved at the same pace and now your marketing isn’t congruent with the new 
shiny products. Your business simply just doesn’t look the part.

Your identity doesn’t translate well to the 
new digital world
You get plenty of traffic to your site but your bounce rate is high and your 
conversion rates low. Your brand could be sending mixed messages to your online 
target audience causing confusion. You have around 7 seconds to grab the attention 
of a visitor to your website for them to dig deeper into your site. That’s not long and 
your brand must send the right message and give the right impression to turn that 
visitor into a lead. If your brand design is no longer relevant online it’s time  
for a change.
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Name change
Your name no longer fits who you are and the business you want to be. What 
seemed like a great brand name 10 years ago now doesn’t align with your current 
and future strategy. Sometimes a brand name can take on a whole new meaning 
due to cultural change or maybe it is linked to a town or region and the business 
is now expanding nationally. Your brand name is key to your success and a name 
change must be handled with care.

You need to change your name due  
to a trademark conflict
A client of ours had a bad experience with trademark issues. They established a 
premium brand in their sector and successfully traded for a year until a letter from 
a solicitor representing a large corporate came through their door. Apparently the 
large corporate felt our client had infringed their copyright and insisted our client 
changed the name of their brand otherwise they would take legal action. Our client 
had no choice but to comply as they didn’t have the financial resources to fight 
the case. The lesson to learn here is to make sure you check out your brand name 
thoroughly and if in doubt contact a specialist trademark lawyer.

Your existing brand is losing out to the 
competition
Your key competitors have just rebranded and are gaining your market share. Your 
brand no longer stands out separating you from the competition and is failing to 
secure differentiation. Now is the time to take stock assessing your brand on all 
levels against your top competitors – do you tweak the failing aspects of your brand 
or is it time for a complete rebrand.

Finding it difficult to recruit
The best talent wants to work with the best brands. If you are finding it hard to 
recruit the quality staff your business needs it could be your brand is creating 
the wrong impression. Your brand should be targeted towards the right kind of 
candidates with clear messages that communicate your brand’s vision, values and 
culture to attract attention and stand out in your market.

Your brand isn’t consistent
Many companies in the Recession introduced new service offerings, lowered 
pricing and expanded into new markets or chased the wrong customers. They 
complicated their brand and proposition. The consequence is marketing that is 
confusing and looks like it comes from different companies. There is no consistent 
brand image and this lack of consistency dilutes and damages the brand.
The value of a brand comes from recognition and recognition comes from a 
consistent application of every visible manifestation of your brand, at every ‘touch 
point’ that your customers experience. This is the consistency of your brand image, 
your brand values and positioning, the messaging and tone of voice throughout your 
customer’s experience with your brand. If this isn’t the case it may be time to carry 
out a brand audit and consider a rebrand and Brand Guidelines to keep your brand 
consistent moving forwards.

When companies merge
If you are merging or with another company getting the brand strategy right is vital 
to the new entity’s future success. The brand architecture is a fundamental decision 
that affects the name, brand identity and core messaging and is dependent on the 
market position of both the businesses.

There are 4 main brand strategies you can take:

1  No change – best used when both brands are mature and clearly 
differentiated and either brand’s position would adversely affect the other if 
too closely linked.

2  Fusion – using a combination of both brand names and integrating assets 
from both brand identities into a new identity. You want to send a clear 
message to the market that this is a merger of equals.

3  Stronger Horse – the stronger brand takes the lead and either both 
companies adopt its brand identity or a new identity is created using the 
name from the stronger brand.

4  New Brand – an entirely new name and new brand is developed with the 
opportunity to create a new market leading company building on the brand 
equity of both merging businesses.
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Does your brand 
accurately reflect  
your business?...

...not sure?  
Take the 

rebranding
test 

Rebranding test
How do you know whether your brand is working for you  
or against you? How do you know when the time has come  
to consider rebranding? Listed below are 16 common indicators  
that your brand is working against you rather than for you.  
Just tick all the boxes that apply.

 1 Has your target market changed significantly?

 2 Are you launching new products or services?

 3 Does your brand align with your vision for your business?

 4 Are you losing market share?

 5  Is your brand consistently implemented across all media  

offline and online?

 6 Have your competition recently rebranded?

 7 Has the growth of your business slowed or stopped?

 8 Does your visual brand look tired compared to your competitors?

 9 Do you think twice about handing out your business card?

 10 Have new competitors entered your market?

 11 Are you finding it difficult to generate new business leads?

 12 Are you struggling to recruit top talent?

 13 Has your business changed since you introduced your current branding?

 14 Is it difficult to differentiate your business from your competitors?

 15 Do you have trouble clearly communicating your brand story?

 16  Are you feeling somewhat stuck as to how to take  
your business to the next level?

________ /16

If you ticked two or more boxes this is a good indication that you need to review 
your brand and consider rebranding.

Breathe offer a FREE Brand Review call 
01491 699845 or visit www.breathe4u.com/
free-brand-review/ to arrange a meeting
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London based Lansdell & Rose are no ordinary run-of-the-mill accountancy 
firm. They offer a friendly, proactive and knowledgeable accountancy 
service that goes way beyond the usual reporting and compliance work 
offered by traditional firms of accountants. So it is no surprise that they 
wanted their brand to reflect this point of difference.

Breathe were tasked to create a brand identity that reflected the Lansdell & Rose 
core values and culture. We refreshed the existing sextant logo making it more 
dynamic and created a clean and modern brand style using a subdued colour palette 
along with interestingly cropped images of relaxed business people and stylish 
typography.

The new brand style was implemented on a new mobile friendly website, stationery 
and a set of brochures for their different target markets – Medical & Dental, 
Recruitment and Commercial. 

The client was delighted with the results….. 

We have been delighted with the work that Breathe has done for us over the 
last several years.  From brand conceptualisation and development, to website 
design and implementation, along with corporate stationery and ad hoc marketing 
brochures and campaigns, the quality of the work has been top notch, and the 
service both prompt and thoughtful.  We have been happy to introduce a number  
of contacts to Breathe for similar services, all of whom have been equally pleased.

Michael Lansdell Managing Partner

Before: After:



Breathe offer a FREE Brand Review 
just call 01491 699845 or visit 

www.breathe4u.com/free-brand-review/

WWW.BREATHE4U.COM
E: INFO@BREATHE4U.COM

T: 01491 699845
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